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Newsletter November 2015
Take on your responsibility and open your hearts !!
The weather during the month of November 2015 has been unexpectedly mild and
friendly. The high vibrations of the new love put some peace into our lives, if you are
already on the way to love. Now it is the time to focus on living our lives from our
heart and actions in love coming out of our inner peace. It requires once again a
short time for us to think about our goals, intentions and our desires. Are these still
satisfying the requirements of the new time of love? How do we want to enter into this
new era? Do we have an idea about how to walk on our path to go on? In what
directions are we going in terms of our daily life, our profession, our social
environment? Are we already aware of the consequences of the full responsibility for
our actions, our thoughts?
Because of the new, higher and higher increasing vibrations of love we are more free
in our ways to think and to perceive, now seeing things and life with a new
perspective. But these new things in our lives need to be considered carefully by us.
We have to decide which of the new perspectives corresponds to us. We do take full
responsibility for ourselves and our world - because this is the energy changing the
morphogenetic field. This energy will be changed by us and our thoughts towards
love, harmony and progress.
The ticket to the dimension of the new love is the vision how you live with your vivid
heart!! We open our hearts to the new life, the new consciousness - the life at the
quantum levels. Therefore it is necessary that we have dropped most of our negative
ballast existing in our consciousness, subconscious, all cells of the body, the mind and in the heart. Can we feel our hearts? Do we have the right access to our soul,
the little voice that you overhear so easily?
Both the heart chakra and the physical heart can be cleansed by us, as we connect
fully with our souls and hearts. We can speak to our hearts. Wondering about how it
feels? What can be given off such as wants and needs? Do we still feel the old
sorrow, thorns, entanglement? With plenty of light and love we can heal all the old
traces. With our honest appeal to the universe and our own internal feelings and
steady actions we can experience our own heart opening. Then let the fine gold and
the warmth flow out of our hearts – let your love stream. Feel and fill everything you
do with love and all your heart. Then the new era of love can begin inside of us. We
now can accept our wonderful life, the fullness of our lives with joy, harmony and
peace in our heart.
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